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..In other news, America is in mourning today, as Bugs Bunny, the beloved
Warner Brother's character, died yesterday of an apparent gunshot wound to the
head, sources say.

The bullet was believed to have come from the gun of cowboy Yosemite Sam,
who has described himself as "the meanest ruffest rootin' tootin' shootin' hombre
the Ol' West there ever was."
Bunny was believed to have been walking to his hole in the ground while singing
a rendition of "Someone's Rocking my Dreamboat" when shots rang out during
filming of a scene of his last production with Sam, where the cowboy was to
shoot him in between the ears. The gun was supposed to have been empty.
Producers say that this tragedy was nothing more than an accident, and suspect
no foul play, but others in the business dont quite think so.
"He always hated that wabbit. He never weally wiked being bested by himnobody weally did, huhuhuhuhuhuhuhuhu." said local hunter Elmer Fudd, who
has had his own run-ins with the wabbit in the past. "That scwewy wabbit could
dwive you cwazy that way, but we all still wiked him,
huhuhuhuhuhuhuhuhuhuhuhu."
Elsewhere, Sylvester the cat was said to be in deep shock, as he could only be
heard repeatedly saying "Tthuffering Ttthucattash!" to himself as he paced back
and forth in front of his two trash cans. And local rooster Foghorn Leghorn was
quoted as saying "It aint- Ah say it aint plum right naw, yah hea?" He then
proceeded to pick up a wooden board and calmly walk across the field, where he
grabbed a sleeping dog by tail, raised it up to exposed his rear, spanked it five
times, and ran.
Sources describe Yosemite Sam as a short man with a short temper. Raised
somewhere along the meanest parts of the Mississippi, he was always known to
be looking for trouble, robbing the 5:15 train, posing as a corrupt mayor, trying to
marry Grannies solely for their money, and storming into bars and demanding if
there be any man big enough to square off against the likes of him. Sam is also
known to suffer from violent mood swings, most of which in the past have ended
in an explosive fit of rage that would force him to take out two guns and
simultaneously start shooting at the ground, launching him momentarily into flight
throughout the process.

"He wath dittthhhpickable!" says Daffy the Duck, although it's not clear whether
he was talking about Yosemite Sam or Bugs Bunny. At that moment, Mr. Fudd
sprung out from behind him, and yelled "Duck Season!" This prompted Daffy to
turn around, where Mr. Fudd then pulled the trigger on his shotgun, setting off a
huge explosion. Seconds later, Mr. Duck bitterly picked up his beak off the floor,
and stormed away with it.
Bugs Bunny was loved by millions everywhere across the world for over the past
sixty years. Throughout his life, he was a barber, a psychiatrist, a boxer, a pitcher
for the Yankees, a Private Eye, a gangster, Robin Hood, an astronaut, a cowboy,
a train conductor, renowned pianist, opera conductor, tap dancer, and circus
performer, among many, many other things. But his best role was that of himself,
a clever, funny, buck-toothed carrot-eating, fuzzy tailed, long eared unsuspecting
Joe Rabbit, who just happened to stroll into the screwballiest of situations and
people, simply to ask them what was up.
Carrots everywhere were half eaten in his name, and spread across his rabbit
hole and mailbox. Funeral arrangements are set for next week, where the
Tazmanian devil is set to spin seventy-five times for every year of the rabbit's life.
French skunk Pepe LePeu was expected to attend, but his representatives say
he has suddenly cancelled due to hygienic purposes. Some believe he wasnt
invited because he is French.
When asked about the news of the Rabbit, Warner Bros. executives said
"Whatever, we'll just draw another one. I mean, dude, its just a cartoon- sheesh!"
Yosemite Sam is said to be missing and is wanted in connection with the
shooting. He was last seen traveling across Pakistan, beating a camel
unconscious with a bat, and yelling "When I say Woah, I mean WOAH!" If
convicted he faces being crumpled up, and thrown into the trash.
Bugs Bunny was rushed to the hospital, but he never made it. His last words
were: "Don't tell Porky."

